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Introduction
Welcome to 10 Quick and Easy One-Pot Recipes, a
selection of my favourite recipes from Pakistani cuisine.

There is something incredibly sumptuous about Pakistani
food, steeped in history and mystery, teasing the senses
with exotic f lavours and delicious aromas. Yet, it doesn't
mean that you have to spend hours in the kitchen to
prepare it.

The recipes you'll find in this book are warm, inviting and
richly f lavoured, but essentially uncomplicated. They are
dedicated to all young mothers, working women and
people who want to make eating healthy, home-cooked
food a permanent part of their life style, and still have a life
outside kitchen.

I had never realised how much time it requires to cook
three major meals every day till I had my first baby.

I always loved good food and was raised to believe in the
goodness of home-cooked meals spoiled by my mom's
traditional, elaborate Pakistani dishes.
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Now, when I think back, I remember how little I saw of my
mom as a child. She used to be always busy in the kitchen,
chopping vegetables, grinding spice pastes and cooking
from morning till night. By the time she was free to sit
with us to watch a movie or just have a little family chat,
she was clearly too tired to enjoy it.

When my first daughter came into my life, I was working
as a full time college lecturer. I don't even remember how I
managed for the first three months, juggling the baby,
sleep, job, entertaining and kitchen.

Finally, I decided to bring some method to the whole
madness in my life. Eating out frequently was not an
option, as not only it would drain our pockets and
wouldn't let me lose all the weight I had gained during
pregnancy, but it was also a serious discomfort for a
person like me who was used to the comfort of home
cooking.

I figured convenience was the main factor that drove so
many people to eating out. So I decided to bring that
convenience into my kitchen and make cooking easier for
myself.

Out of necessity, I turned to one-pot meals. No fuss, quick,
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easy, less cooking steps and ingredients, and - last but not
least - only one pot to wash!

Once I realised the luxury this way of cooking brought
into my life, I started converting many traditional recipes
to one-pot meals too, without compromising on taste, of
course!

Cooking big batches of these meals and freezing them in
smaller portions made my life further easier. I got to spend
more time with my baby, and when the second one
arrived, I was already prepared to handle the nutritional
needs of my growing family in a healthy and delicious way
without slaving for hours in the kitchen.

I hope this collection of easy-to-cook, one-pot recipes
will come in handy when the time is not on your side.

In the end of this book you'll find a special section where I
share with you all the tricks and shortcuts I've learnt
through the years to save time in the kitchen.

I've had a lot of fun revisiting old favourites, and I hope
that you will have as much fun cooking and eating from
this recipe selection.
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Happy cooking!

Maria
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Badami Murgh
Mughlai Chicken Curry
gluten-free

"No one who cooks, cooks alone. Even at her most solitary,
a cook in the kitchen is surrounded by generations of
cooks past, the advice and menus of cooks present, the
wisdom of cookbook writers." - Laurie Colwin

Some recipes sound so intimidating on the restaurant
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menus that we assume they will take a lot of time to cook
in our own kitchens. The truth is that many traditional
Pakistani chicken curries are very easy and quick one-pot
recipes.

Badami chicken has the indulgent creaminess, which is the
hallmark of Mughal cuisine. Cooked with spices and rose
water, it smells heavenly, but gets done in one pot within
half an hour.

The creaminess in this dish is created by a paste of
almonds and yoghurt without any heavy cream being
added to the dish.

Traditionally, the almonds are de-skinned before they are
used in this recipe. But as I'm always looking for shortcuts
to save some time in the kitchen, I add whole almonds to
the food processor, without de-skinning them first.

While slivered almonds contain all of the nutrients found
in the meat of whole nuts, they miss the beneficial
compounds found in the nut skin. So why waste the time
and those healthy almond skins when it doesn't make a
tiny bit of a difference to the taste or the texture of the
curry?
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You can easily double the amount of the recipe ingredients
to make an extra batch to freeze.

Ingredients:

1/2 kg boneless chicken, cut into cubes
1 cup almonds
1 cup plain yoghurt
1 medium onion sliced
2 tablespoons lemon juice
4 cloves garlic
1/2 inch piece ginger
1/2 teaspoon green cardamom seeds (choti alaychi)
1 teaspoon red chilli powder
1/2 teaspoon turmeric powder (haldi)
1 teaspoon cumin powder (zeera)
1 teaspoon coriander powder (dhania)
1 teaspoon salt or to taste
3 tablespoons olive oil, sunf lower oil or ghee (clarified
butter)
1 teaspoon rose water (optional)
a few green chillies chopped for garnishing

Cooking Time: 30 minutes
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Servings: 4

End of the reading sample. Buy full version here:
http://foodaholic.biz/e-books
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